
● Contact Forms and More - Clear forms allow for quick contact and easy collection
of inquiries, which leads to more effective acquisition of new clients.

● Interactive Google Map - The built-in map enables clients to quickly locate your
headquarters, encouraging direct visits.

● Social Media Links - Clickable social media profile buttons increase traffic and
engagement, building relationships with your brand.

● Blog/News - A regularly updated blog provides clients with valuable information,
enhancing the credibility of your company.

● Custom Features - Custom features create a website that perfectly meets your
individual needs.

● Server Configuration - A well-configured server ensures smooth operation even
with a high number of visitors.

● Security Package - Effective security measures minimize the risk of breaches,
providing peace of mind and data protection.

● 24-Month Warranty - You can be confident that your site will be promptly fixed and
updated if issues arise.

● SSL Certificate - SSL encryption protects clients' data and strengthens their trust in
your brand.

● Website Backups - Regular backups allow you to recover your site in case of a
failure, protecting valuable information.

● Automatic Sitemap Generation - An automatic sitemap helps Google better
recognize your site's structure, leading to higher search rankings.

● Mobile Device Compatibility - The site looks great and functions smoothly on any
device, providing an excellent experience for mobile users.

● Automatic Image Optimization - Image compression without quality loss speeds up
page loading, which visitors appreciate.

● Graphics from a Premium Photo Bank - High-quality photos give the site a
professional appearance, enhancing its visual value.

● Animations and Effects - Subtle animations add interactivity, making the site
enjoyable to browse.

● Custom Graphic Design - A fully personalized visual design distinguishes your site,
reinforcing brand identity.

● Intuitive CMS - An intuitive CMS allows you to update content yourself, ensuring the
site is always current.

● Unlimited Employee Accounts - You can create as many accounts as needed,
assigning each one appropriate permissions.

● Employee Permissions Management - Controlling employee permissions ensures
a secure division of duties within the team.

● Simple Content Editing - With a simple content editor, updating the site is quick and
straightforward.

● Adding and Removing Subpages - Creating new subpages is easy and allows for
expanding content as the business grows.

● Business Persona Matching - Designing with a specific audience in mind increases
the effectiveness of marketing.

● Marketing Content for the Website - Benefit-focused content helps better
communicate the advantages of your products.



● Conversion Optimization - Testing and optimizing website elements encourage
visitors to take up your offer.

● On-Page SEO Optimization - Careful SEO optimization increases Google visibility,
attracting more customers.

● Full Ownership of the Website - You have full rights to manage and freely use the
website.

● Legally Compliant Cookies - Correct cookie policy ensures legal security and builds
customer trust.

● GTM Configuration - Google Tag Manager allows monitoring user behavior, helping
optimize marketing efforts.

● Analytical Tool Integrations - Integrations with analytical tools provide a complete
picture of website traffic, enabling more effective planning.

● Google-Compliant Speed - The site loads quickly and smoothly, meeting Google's
requirements, which translates to better search rankings.

● Support in Domain and Hosting Selection - Support in choosing a domain and
hosting guarantees your site will operate efficiently and reliably, while saving time and
costs.


